




The Swimsuit, Sexuality and Hollywood.


Cinema, sports swimming and popular bathing all emerged as mass pursuits in the decades immediately prior to World War One. As the pre-eminent modern form cinema was itself both a great modern taste maker and reflexively obsessed with the modern. It presented, and promoted swimming and its index, the swimsuit as modern, liberating, glamorous, exciting and fashionable. 
This paper seeks to highlight the mutually beneficial relationship between America’s developing film and swimsuit industries. It will explore some of the significations attached to the swimmer and the swimsuit as presented by Hollywood through its films and stars, particularly between the mid-teens and the mid-1930s, a period that saw significant and lasting change not only in both industries, but also within the evolving consumer economy and (in terms of gender relations, industrialisation and modernisation​[1]​) in society at large.
As I shall demonstrate, the swimsuit industry gained considerable benefits from its associations with Hollywood with much of the swimsuit’s ‘modern’ image and glamorous associations stemming from an association with Hollywood and its assertive, sexy and aspirational stars. 
However, the American film industry’s reliance upon the swimsuit was greater still. To investigate this claim, this paper will discuss three film examples. The first will be Fatty’s Bathing Beauty, a film from 1913, prior to uniformly regulated film content. The second will be the ‘By a Waterfall’ sequence from Footlight Parade, a film from 1933, when limited self-regulation was in place, but was not yet rigorously enforced. The third and final example used will be the Tarzan film franchise, which began in 1933 and spans both the second period of limited self-regulation, and a later, third period of firmer, more conscious implementation and subsequent negotiation within the American film industry. Using these examples I shall demonstrate how the swimsuit and the spectacular, swimsuit-clad bodies of stars offered the various Hollywood studios a vital means to develop and maintain cultural prominence, profitability and autonomy. This outcome was achieved by offering images which were relevant and appealing to adult audiences but which side-stepped the ire of influential conservative groups such as the Catholic Legion of Decency, without offending foreign markets or drawing unwelcome attention from government and industry bodies. As I will demonstrate, the swimsuit and the swimmer were useful tools within this process.

From Modesty to Revelation:
The rise of the spectacular body 

Whilst the American movie industry was a site for social concern popular bathing, sunbathing and the wearing of swimsuits were also subject to considerable criticism and control. Striking a balance between propriety and function with regard to swimwear had always been problematic.​[2]​ As Claudia Kidwell notes, the function of the first swimsuits was to ‘cover, conceal, and obscure the body’,​[3]​ resulting in bathing garments which, for women in particular, were dangerously unfit for purpose, potentially hindering the swimmer in their attempted activity.​[4]​ 
As advances in swimsuit design and ideas surrounding appropriate costuming and public conduct more generally evolved, attitudes to the swimsuit and to public swimming also shifted. Consumer demand for more functional, comfortable men’s and women’s swimming attire led to swimsuits that revealed rather than concealed the body and design trends and developments in textile technology that made swimsuits and swimming appear all the more modern and novel. As Jeff Wiltse observes in his social history of swimming pools in America, by the 1920s America had entered ‘the Swimming Pool Age’. ‘Gender integration and the subsequent downsizing of swimsuits’ had transformed leisure spaces such as swimming pools and beaches into ‘erotic public spaces’​[5]​ where ‘public decency had [now] come to mean presenting an attractive, even eye-catching, appearance rather than protecting one’s modesty’.​[6]​ In these spaces increasingly emancipated western women (gaining in confidence and keen to participate fully in public life) joined their male peers, donned less restrictive, more revealing leisure attire and took up, and were encouraged to participate in, more dynamic leisure pursuits. As Buszek observes, Hollywood was key to the creation of ‘modern’ womanhood:

By the end of the 1920s, women would constitute between 75 and 83 per cent of cinema audiences… The importance of women in these early years of silent cinema helped in the shaping and proliferation of positive images of the New Woman on the screen.​[7]​ 

The swimsuit-clad woman who appeared within the popular media with increasing frequency from the beginning of the twentieth century presented a representational shift from the delicate, passive and firmly domestic Victorian female ideal towards a much bolder, more assertive and ‘modern’ public femininity. Male representations of the swimmer were equally aspirational, offering a potent image of virility, health, vigour, discipline and athleticism, which was leisurely rather than labouring and was esteemed by and used in advertising and political iconography of the period.​[8]​ 
The spectacular and desirable bodies of Hollywood actors and actresses, whose star quality was often framed by a discourse of health and self-improvement, freedom, modernity, empowerment, and glamour, offered an ideal endorsement for healthy living as well as sporting activities, equipment and attire. The film star endorsements of health and beauty products such as cosmetics, lifestyle goods, and, not surprisingly, swimsuits quickly became an advertising staple selling modern, vibrant, healthy and aspirational lifestyles. As well as the obvious choice of Olympic swimmer and matinee idol Johnny Weissmuller actresses and Hollywood pin-ups Loretta Young and Ginger Rogers also both endorsed Jantzen swimsuits from the mid-twenties onwards. Equally, Esther Williams ‘had no qualms about endorsing soap, nylons, suntan lotion, rental cars’​[9]​ as well as being the spokeswoman for Cole of California (who named a swimsuit after her) and the company president for the International Swimming Pool Corp. Meanwhile, swimsuit manufacturers Cole of California and Mabs of Hollywood sought to directly associate themselves with the burgeoning American film industry and its iconic, exotic and exceptional geographic location​[10]​ directly through their brand names. 

The Trojan Horse:
Smuggling sex back into cinema.

From cinemas inception, sensation sold. One sensation that sold reliably with sections of the public was sexual arousal. Many pioneer filmmakers and exhibitors turned to a range of provocative and popular entertainments for subjects​[11]​ and featured performers whose brief costuming was at the limits of propriety. 
But such subjects weren’t popular with everyone. As Richard Maltby observes, ‘debates about the censorship of popular culture have always been debates about the social control of its audiences’.​[12]​ Key to panics surrounding early film product and exhibition was the fact that the American film industry had no national system of censorship, certification, or classification. Equally, there was no consistent system of implementation and generally exhibition spaces were open to all. This exacerbated concerns about the potential harms caused to ‘vulnerable’ or ‘susceptible’ audiences (children, women, immigrants, less ‘sophisticated’ small-town audiences) by films that contained inappropriate themes, narratives and performances and later, from the early 20s onwards, by the poor examples offered by film stars embroiled in high-profile scandals featured in the popular press. 
As Shelley Stamp notes, as early as 1909, as a protective measure, the fledgling film industry had already begun to move towards a centralised method of regulation.​[13]​ As the cinema of attractions had given way to narrative cinema, and exhibition contexts had shifted, from temporary, mobile spaces such as travelling sideshows and shop-front nickelodeons towards more permanent, purpose-built cinemas and picture palaces film producers and exhibitors were already aware that a common association with respectability in terms of content and context was crucial if state interference was to be kept to an absolute minimum and the more affluent, restrained and refined middle class audiences were to become and/or remain regular and enthusiastic cinema patrons.​[14]​ 
In 1922, Hollywood’s emerging oligopoly of the ‘big five’ studios, and the ‘little three’ announced that they would collectively self-regulate. By doing this, the studios hoped to enhance their public image and appease critics and pressure groups, both in foreign markets and at home. In theory this would prevent further state censor intervention and reduce the threat of anti-trust legislation. With support from figures in federal government, many of whom had a vested interest in either cinema or the leisure industry, the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America (MPPDA) was established, with former Postmaster General Will Hays at its helm. A ‘publicly led programme of motion picture reform’, was undertaken,  ‘the cornerstone… [of which was] a committee… made up of representatives of powerful community groups’.​[15]​ However, whilst pressure groups had demanded direct censorship, the formation of the MPPDA was more an exercise in public relations and a cost saving measure. Scripts would be considered and potentially contentious subject matter revised, through a process of negotiation, at the start of projects, theoretically avoiding wasted time and money by ‘preventing the shooting of scenes that would run afoul of censorship boards around the globe’.​[16]​ In line with this approach in 1927 the MPPDA published a set of advisory guidelines commonly referred to as the ‘Don’ts and Be Carefuls’ these being ‘twelve subjects that members of the MPPDA would not, in future, present in their motion pictures and twenty-five subjects that would be presented only with the exercise of special care’.​[17]​ 
In 1930, in light of further external pressure, a more detailed code, the ‘Production Code’ was drafted with input from prominent members of the Catholic Church. That said, the regulatory process was still essentially discretionary, with the guidelines being subject to “a constant negotiation about how explicit films could be and by what means (through the image, sound, language) offensive ideas could find representation.”​[18]​ As Richard Maltby reveals, it was the belief of Colonel Jason S. Joy, the director of the Studio Relations Committee, the administrative office originally charged with undertaking such negotiations, that:

If the [production] code was to remain effective, it had to allow the studios to develop a system of representational conventions “from which conclusions might be drawn by the sophisticated mind, but which would mean nothing to the unsophisticated and inexperienced”.​[19]​ 

Within this system costuming and the appropriate display (or concealment) of bodies likely to inspire immoral thoughts was a particularly contested area. In particular subsection three, the ‘Costume’ section of the ‘Particular Applications’ of the 1930 Production code states that ‘complete nudity is never permitted’, ‘undressing scenes should be avoided and never used save where essential to the plot’ and that ‘indecent or undue exposure’ and ‘dancing costumes intended to permit undue exposure… are forbidden’.​[20]​ In a number of situations, the swimsuit could therefore function as a Trojan horse within this carefully coded and controlled system of representation. Essentially it would be one of a number of means through which sexuality and spectacular or desirable physicality could continue to appear in films and their promotion, but cloaked in discourse of modernity, empowerment and at times, ironically, even clean living. The utility of the swimsuit as a functioning sports garment justified states of relative undress and the narrative use of swimming, bathing, swimmers and the swimsuit, at least in certain contexts, ensured that charges of ‘undue exposure’ could potentially be countered by claims of being ‘essential to the plot’.
However, the swimsuit did not necessarily render exposed flesh and revealed curves respectable, it merely marked the contextually acceptable limits of that exposure.​[21]​ In many situations the swimsuit's use by the entertainment industry was predicated precisely upon the notoriety and the libertine, modern or risqué connotations of the garment. It offered a suggestion of sex, while never quite revealing, allowing the viewer's imagination and desire to look beyond the swimsuit's limitations. 
Under Hoover’s Republican Administration Hollywood had previously found conditions surrounding production, distribution, promotion and exhibition largely favourable. But in 1933 Roosevelt’s less sympathetic Democrat administration took power. The next year, Hays moved to further protect the industry, ostensibly increasing regulation by establishing the Production Code Administration (PCA). The PCA was an administrative agency charged with enforcing the 1930 production code. It reviewed all scripts and finished films produced by all eight member studios and implemented a policy of $25,000 fines and the denial of MPPDA approval for finished films whose content violated the code (almost certainly resulting in the boycotts and subsequent financial loss, particularly for the five member studios with exhibition wings).​[22]​ 
However, it was still possible to find promotional materials (which were not subject to the PCA’s code, but to less precise regulation under the Advertising Code Administration (ACA)) that featured swimsuit-clad stars with wholesome smiles in cheesecake poses on lobby cards, in fashion features and advertising tie-ups proposed in press books and on free promotional pin-up stills.
Hollywood also promoted itself through a network of fan magazines, newspapers, advertising tie-ups and promotional events, all of which celebrated celebrity glamour, fashion, society gossip, newsworthy innovations, achievements and revelations and which depended upon a single medium - the postal service. All magazine articles, photographs, posters and pin-ups therefore also had to adhere to the federal legislation regarding materials sent through the post. Whilst the swimsuit kept Hollywood and the ancillary fan, glamour and film erotica sectors on the right side of the Postmaster, as Joanne Meyerowitz’s study of ‘borderline’ imagery, the US post Office’s refusal to grant discounted second-class postal rates to dozens of girlie magazines in the early 1940s and the 1946 Supreme Court case against Esquire highlights, occasionally these materials could stray beyond the respectable health and vigour of swimwear to their cost.​[23]​ 
It must be emphasised here that a desire to arouse audiences was obviously not the only factor fuelling Hollywood’s preoccupation with the swimsuit. Several other significant cultural phenomena were also at play. From the end of the 19th century onwards the leisure time and disposable income that was beginning to filter down to the working and middle class as a consequence of industrialisation not only provided the conditions required for the flourishing of the cinema industry or swimming, but for a myriad of other sports, leisure and consumer activities. Spectator sports gained increasing popularity with the public and, as I shall discuss shortly using the example of Johnny Weissmuller, the notion of the sports personality became a significant social phenomenon. Entertainments such as aquacades - spectacular water revues that borrowed the spectacular conventions of aggregated stage and Hollywood musicals and placed them in a pool context for vast outdoor crowds at circuses, carnivals, world’s fairs and expositions - sprang up to cater to this new cult of personality.​[24]​ These entertainments gave the general public the chance to see the impressive abilities and spectacular bodies of celebrated swimming stars such as Weissmuller, or fellow champion swimmer and soon-to-be cinema swimming sensation, Esther Williams, in the flesh.
Fashion parades, occasionally featuring beachwear, also became a feature in a number of narrative films as well as being popular newsreel subjects.​[25]​ From as early as the 1910s, in America at least, Hollywood’s promotional machinery, costume designers, costuming departments and the stars they dressed all exercised considerable influence in terms of sartorial tastes through film narratives and tie-ins.​[26]​ A cluster of films that emerged in the 1930s with titles such as Fashions of 1934 (1934, Warner Bros), Vogues of 1938 (1937, United Artists) and Mannequin (1937, MGM) could even be seen to be making explicit the instructive, informative and entertaining intent of popular cinema. 
Another factor that prompted the use of swimmers and swimsuits in popular Hollywood films and their advertising was the rise in the popularity of sunbathing from around the 1920s onwards. The sunbathing craze was fed, in part, by a widespread western mania with wholesome leisure pursuits and health and fitness at large, termed by Heather Addison as ‘physical culture’​[27]​ and by a representational trend established in both Hollywood cinema and cosmetics advertising of the twenties and thirties, which venerated exotic /sensual female ethnicity as a consumable choice, particularly amongst Caucasian women, a form of ‘exoticism–as-masquerade’, for (primarily white) female stars and consumers alike.​[28]​ 
Claims as to the health benefits of the sun and sunbathing were already commonplace by this time and were used to sell a range of consumables.​[29]​ The association of suntanned skin with bourgeois leisure also became commonplace at this time​[30]​ and is particularly evident in contemporaneous representations of particular members of Hollywood’s ‘elite’, such as Joan Crawford, who so loved sunbathing that she was reportedly told by her studio MGM to stop tanning because she looked ‘like a lineal descendent of Sheba’.​[31]​ These suntanned star images were aspirational and, to an extent, feasibly attainable due to the increased availability and provision of funding for purpose-designed spaces in which the public could safely and peacefully either take the sun or undertake other, more vigorous health-giving activities such as swimming.​[32]​ 

‘An Attractive, Even Eye-Catching, Appearance’:
Sexuality and showmanship in America’s pools.

Probably the most pronounced example of the open exhibition of ‘an attractive, even eye-catching, appearance’ was the beauty contest, example of which were often held at the municipal pools and seaside resorts that were appearing across America from the 1880s onwards.​[33]​ 
By the turn of the century, these public locations had acquired a reputation as liminal spaces whose limits of propriety differed from those of ‘respectable’ society. The proliferation of such mildly titillating entertainments, at beach resorts (but also at municipal pools and lidos), was a natural progression of the risqué entertainments and goods that were already available in such spaces. Bathing beauty contests offered spectacle and novelty, drawing significant crowds with virtually no financial outlay. This made them a popular choice with leisure resort entrepreneurs eager to attract the general public with their increased leisure time and disposable income. 
These events offered everyday women the chance to be publically presented and perceived as modern, glamorous and desirable and for a lucky, limited few they became the platform from which they were ‘discovered’ by talent scouts, for stage revues and cinema.​[34]​ The myth of discovery via beauty contest was also perpetuated through a handful of Hollywood star biographies, such as ‘Oomph’ girl Ann Sheridan, and ‘It’ girl Clara Bow. 
The notion that a beauty contest could be a door to superstardom and that a person’s ability to look good in a swimsuit might be all that was required, in terms of discernible talent, to become a Hollywood star became a popular and well-used one. This notion is parodied in Fox’s popular 1933 ‘baby burlesk’ one-reeler Kiddin’ Hollywood.  For example…
However, the ‘Bathing Beauty’ stereotype and the notion of the swimmer as sexual spectacle is perhaps most firmly associated, in the collective cinematic memory, with a popular mid-teens to late 20s cycle of raucous slapstick comedies produced by Mack Sennett’s Keystone studios. These films had titles such as The Water Nymph (1912), A Bathhouse Beauty (1914) and Why Beaches are Popular (1919) and featured a harem of attractive, young ladies, with a propensity for frolicking or posing alluringly in swimsuits. 
In her discussion of the ‘Bathing Girl’ archetype within Hollywood’s broader representation of 1920s physical culture, Addison sets up an apparent dichotomy in terms agency between the ubiquitous and archetypal Hollywood representations of attractive, healthy masculinity and femininity, the active, male ‘Athlete’ and the passive ‘Bathing Girl.’​[35]​ A disparity in the levels of physical strength attributed to these two particular archetypes is difficult to deny but Addison’s analysis nonetheless overlooks the potentially transgressive sexual agency that the ‘Bathing Girl’ exhibits. Sennett’s Bathing Beauties may now seem like one-dimensional archetypes​[36]​ as their function, within these knockabout narratives, was to habitually distract, lure, tease or romp with often hapless male protagonists but they were also bold, modern, metropolitan and mischievous characters, defined specifically by their choice in leisure activity and notable for the apparent and, at that time, still rare personal and financial freedoms which enabled them to undertake that leisure activity. They also revel in their ability to provoke and both their costumes and conduct could be interpreted as a direct challenge to propriety at a time when, in the real world, on the nations’ boardwalks, women in swimsuits could be arrested and fined for indecent exposure. 
The 1913 Keystone comedy Fatty and the Bathing Beauties (also listed as Mabel’s New Hero) demonstrates the complex politics and sexual frisson generated by the swimsuit and the swimsuit clad body. It offers valuable insights into the social function of and attitudes towards swimming and to conventions regarding appropriate behaviour in spaces such as beaches and municipal pools in the first years of the 20th Century. 
In the film’s opening scenes Mabel Normand, debates with her girlfriends whether it is appropriate to go bathing, unchaperoned with her puppy-dog suitor Fatty Arbuckle. Eventually she opts to go and as the pair enter the changing rooms Fatty, in his signature unruly style, stumbles, falls and is helped up, only to nearly enter the female changing room in the segregated changing areas. To make matters worse  a masher called ‘Handsome Harry’ (whose title card introduction; ‘“Handsome Harry” - a “divil” among the women’, combined with his ostentatious costuming and cocky demeanour clearly mark him as deeply disreputable) foists his unwanted attentions upon Mabel. When rebuffed he lies in wait, voyeuristically ogling her silhouette through a frosted window as she undresses, unaware. 
In his characteristic ‘innocent abroad’ style, Fatty unwittingly intrudes upon the ungallant chap in the act and comedy is evinced from Fatty’s perverse delay in realising the masher’s less-than-honourable intentions. Once realisation dawns Fatty earnestly chastises the masher, but whilst he clearly occupies the moral high ground, Fatty’s moral superiority is undermined for comic effect by Fatty’s initial naivety as to the masher’s intentions and by the spectacle of his ungainly body in his oversize, striped bathing suit. Unperturbed by Fatty’s scolding, the masher laughs and points at Fatty prompting the audience to either laugh along, or to feel pathos towards Fatty. 
The opening scenes of Fatty and the Bathing Beauties demonstrate a number of phenomena previously discussed. The then current popularity of spaces such as the beach or the swimming pool and of sporting and leisure activities carried out within these spaces, particularly with courting couples, or with youth who may be in the market for courtship is key here. The swimming pool and (in this case) the beach are presented as liminal spaces with a distinct sexual charge. Swimsuit-clad bodies are offered up for scrutiny, to demonstrate ones’ physical prowess or desirability, or ones’ masculinity or femininity. Also reflected is the cultural shift in what constituted acceptable public bathing habits and recreational practices. In line with Wiltse’s oncoming ‘Swimming Pool Age’ of the 1920s to 1940s, whereby public ‘bathing became more of an event, an opportunity to be seen and assessed​[37]​ and ‘presenting an attractive, even eye-catching, appearance’,​[38]​ was a key consideration, Mabel unwittingly offers herself up as a sexual object for a voyeur, who deliberately frequents such a space in order to enjoy such a pleasure. Meanwhile, Fatty’s comedic failure to realise the masher’s salacious intent implies what filmgoers and filmmakers alike knew, that only a fool wouldn’t realise that the ‘good clean fun’ offered in such spaces wasn’t 100% wholesome, and that this was a significant element of such a place’s appeal.

Beneath the Loincloth:
Weissmuller, sex and the swimmer in Tarzan.

The cinematic presentation of the swimmer as a sexual spectacle was not limited to female subjects. Nor did such representations cease to appear after the implementation of the Production Code. A clear example of the negotiations required when presenting potentially contentious characters, themes and imagery can be found in MGM’s hugely popular, all action, cinematic reimagining of Edgar Rice Burrough’s Tarzan safari adventure and the representation of the film series’ star, Johnny Weissmuller. 
Five times Olympic gold medal winner and the first man to swim 100m freestyle in less than a minute, Weissmuller was a star who rose to fame through a combination of extraordinary physical ability, showmanship and spectacular, desirable physicality. His Adonis-like qualities were alluded to from his very first film appearance in the 1929 Paramount film Glorifying the American Girl, where he played the Greek god of desire and beauty in a dance sequence entitled ‘Love Land’. However, his costuming for this role, a mere fig leaf to cover his modesty, was a considerable source of contention for the underwear and swimsuit manufacturers Bradley, Voorhies and Day (BVD) who were currently employing Weissmuller to ‘act as a representative of their product and travel the country giving swim shows, appearing on talk shows, signing autographs, and handing out literature promoting their products.’​[39]​ But Weissmuller’s heightened public profile, due to his appearance in this film, combined with his established celebrity as an Olympic swimmer and the initial BVD promotional ballyhoo, brought him to the attention of MGM, who found him particularly suited to the role of Tarzan specifically because of his spectacular physique.​[40]​
By appearing in Glorifying the American Girl and as the protagonist later in the MGM Tarzan cycle, Weissmuller became part of a wider trend for sportsmen (and women) in Hollywood films, particularly adventure narratives. For example…. Sports stars were a popular casting choice due to their unique and often highly marketable physical abilities, their often impressive figures and their resulting capacity to draw curious sports and cinema fans.
Weismuller’s physique is also exploited throughout Tarzan’s promotional materials. These images simultaneously cast Weissmuller as an exotic, erotic and agent subject, bringing to mind David Rowe’s likening of sports photographs and pornography: ‘both… [being] fixated on the body, minutely examining its performative possibilities and special qualities’.​[41]​ 
In head-and-shoulder portraits by MGM photographer George Hurrell, Weissmuller’s face, shoulders, chest and hair gleam under the studio lights. In Hurrell’s trademark photographic style, Weissmuller’s facial features are sharp, whilst the truncated depth-of-field casts other elements of the image out of focus. This gives the images and their subject a dream-like, ethereal and reverent tone which complements Weissmuller’s serious expression and distant gaze. ​[42]​
In a number of full-body studio shots, Weissmuller/Tarzan poses in the branches of an artificial tree. The use of high-contrast, chiaroscuro-style lighting not only suggests an unchartered jungle canopy but also highlights Weissmuller’s muscle definition and makes his semi-naked body shimmer. His pose, often crouched, suggests motion, latent energy and alertness and brings to mind Richard Dyer’s reflection upon how in ‘beefcake’ photography, the male pin-up ‘tightens and tautens his body…drawing attention to the body’s potential for action’.​[43]​ Weissmuller’s clear complexion, hair-free face and chest and toned, unblemished physique evoke the Greco Roman-esque iconography found in body building photography of the era. As such Weissmuller’s Tarzan is more matinee idol than a ravaged primitive, in contrast to earlier, more ‘savage’, rugged or grizzled Tarzans. 
Considering other signifiers within this second group of images, whilst Weissmuller’s loin cloth obviously isn’t a swimsuit, what it suggests semiotically and the ways in which it reveals Weissmuller’s body in these images (and in the Tarzan films) still warrants scrutiny here. As Walt Morton notes, Weissmuller’s costuming is ‘considerably more revealing than the costumes worn by previous [film] Tarzans’. This immediately marks both Tarzan and Weissmuller as a sexual spectacle for ‘flapper’ (and presumably male homosexual) audiences.​[44]​ As a garment which realistically serves no function other than to cover its wearer’s genitalia, the loincloth offers an (admittedly basic) civilising function, marking Tarzan as an (at least partially) civilised man within the uncivilised jungle context. Simultaneously though, due to its brevity (which draws attention to the lack of clothing elsewhere), and its impracticality (whilst earlier cinematic Tarzans wore more substantial furs, presumably for warmth, Weissmuller’s loincloth covers little and is made only of buckskin) the loincloth also marks its wearer as a savage, as such immodest attire could never be deemed acceptable wear in a civilised context. 
 Due to a combination of the imposing physicality of the performers chosen to portray him and by denying the character the power of speech previous cinematic portrayals of Tarzan had bordered upon that of a rapacious animal. Yet whilst other popular Hollywood film narratives contemporaneous to the Tarzan series (such as King Kong (1933, RKO)) dealt quite explicitly with the threat of animal sexuality Weissmuller’s Tarzan, physically impressive (although arguably not as physically imposing as, for example, Elmo Lincoln’s Tarzan), raised by animals and possessing a very limited vocabulary, wasn’t presented as a rapacious animal. The savage traits Weissmuller’s Tarzan exhibits are relatively restrained and notably eroticised. He appears to offer Jane a refreshing and titillating point of contrast to her previous restrained socialite existence. As such, his assertive seduction of her is presented as an entirely sympathetic, consensual and natural act, an example of his frank and demonstrative approach and an act that Jane herself sanctions in Tarzan the Ape Man (1932, MGM).​[45]​
Just as with other star personae and star performances Weissmuller’s established public persona outside of the Tarzan diegesis was integral to the audiences understanding of his performance and character within that diegesis. Tarzan’s spectacular body draws upon Weissmuller’s broader public persona, reminding the audience of his sporting hero status, his skill, his virility, even his ‘beefcake’ credentials. Considered at that time to be one of the ultimate sportsmen, playing possibly the ultimate man, Weissmuller’s Tarzan may have been played as a savage, but Weissmuller’s impressive physicality was the result of commitment, discipline and refinement and this frames our understanding of his portrayal.
Tarzan was not the only character offered up as a sexual spectacle or who caused potential censorship issues in these films. In addition to the surprisingly frank suggestions as to the sexual nature of Tarzan and Jane’s relationship (see Tarzan the Ape Man and Tarzan Escapes (1936, MGM)), Weissmuller’s co-star Maureen O’Sullivan also gave censors cause for concern in Tarzan and his Mate (1934, MGM), the second film of the series and the first to be released after the enforcing of the Production Code. A backlit disrobing sequence contravened the Production Code regulations regarding ‘complete nudity… in fact or in silhouette’ and ‘undressing scenes…save where essential to the plot’, her two-piece costume, worn throughout most of this film, ‘gave rise to public outcry from conservative quarters’,​[46]​ and therefore did not appear in later films and a nude swimming scene had to be cut entirely in many American states. As O’Sullivan discusses:

Between the violent reactions of an Anglo-Saxon puritanic public because of what they termed my ‘nude’ scenes in the first couple of Tarzan films, and the equally intolerant reaction of MGM executives, who then clothed me in virgin-white swim costumes which looked like they came off the rack at Macy’s I was thoroughly disgusted with the whole scene... 
The fact that Olympic gold medallist Josephine McKim performed the ‘nude’ scenes, as my stand-in, and the fact that only her bottom really showed in the underwater swimming shots made no difference. I was a promiscuous harlot in the eyes of many of the viewing public.​[47]​ 

The controversy caused by the nude swimming scene and the move to costume O’Sullivan differently (not in the ‘virgin white swim costumes’ that O’Sullivan claims, but in a dark, buckskin dress which covers her shoulders, midriff and hips. There is no evidence of a conventional swimsuit, in any of the subsequent O’Sullivan/Weissmuller films), demonstrates the ongoing process of negotiation Hollywood studios had to constantly undertake with regard to costuming and content. O’Sullivan claims that a swimsuit was proffered as an acceptable costuming alternative presumably because of its associations with health, leisure and discipline and because of cinema audiences’ increasing familiarity with the swimsuit. Yet a swimsuit, or Jane’s new dress (which she wears in every subsequent film and follows the lines and limitations of the conventional one piece swimsuit) covers little more. What is important here is that MGM had been perceived to have transgressed the standards of good taste (by the outraged ‘puritanic public’ and the censors who cut the nude scene) and concessions therefore needed to be made. In many instances these scenes were problematic more for what they stood for than for what they actually revealed. 
Despite potential censorship issues, the set-piece, underwater swimming sequences continued to be a key element of the films from the MGM Tarzan cycle into which, Barbara Creed claims, the studio invested considerable sums.​[48]​ They were presumably intended to exploit Weissmuller’s distinctive talent but also served other valuable functions within these narratives. As a space Tarzan’s jungle lagoon represents a private underwater world, physically removed from the more public, mediated, domesticated spaces within the jungle. The underwater swimming sequences are intimate, playful, balletic and at times, erotically-charged bonding rituals which often stood either as foreplay, and a prelude to sex, or in later films, in which sex is not so explicitly represented, stood in lieu of sex itself. The pool is also a meditative space, where Tarzan goes to think, a recreational space where Tarzan, Jane and later their son, Boy, chimp friend Cheetah and ‘pet’ elephant Boolie go to bond and an arena, fraught with dangers, such as crocodiles and hippos, whereby Tarzan’s prowess as a protector and capable and credible, action-adventure star can be demonstrated. 
Weissmuller and the MGM Tarzan franchise are particularly useful examples of the interdependence of various leisure industries in early 20th century America. Weissmuller’s unique sporting skill and spectacular body enabled him to find employment and notoriety in the sports, advertising and film industries. To capitalise to upon these saleable elements of his established public persona MGM engineered an appropriate narrative fit, which accommodated Weissmuller’s sporting ability and could therefore potentially justify athletic and bodily display. Whilst the Tarzan narrative didn’t strictly require it, MGM fashioned Weissmuller’s swimming skill into a cornerstone of their Tarzan pictures and their appeal - a shrewd means of differentiating their product from other Rice-Burrough’s-inspired films and action adventure films more generally. 
The exploitation of Weissmuller for his sporting ability, his popular renown, and his spectacular physicality provides us with an excellent insight into the fraught and occasionally problematic or transgressive representational and thematic mediations undertaken by corporations such as MGM and BVD as they sought to cater for audiences who were assumed to crave modern, adult depictions and subjects.
The use of sports stars, such as Weissmuller, in films exemplifies the potential for the sexualisation of sporting bodies, a process to which sportsmen as well as sports women were subject. However, as Weissmuller’s case amply demonstrates, this process of eroticisation relied upon notions of potency, agency and dominance, an arrangement that becomes more complicated when considering the representation of female sports stars or female swimmers more generally. 

Having it all:
Glamour and the swimsuit in Footlight Parade. 

Whilst synchronised swimming existed in various nascent forms in the twenties and thirties its essence was first crystallised and amplified by Hollywood, which in its imaginings of formation swimming and dancing, created the template for the aquacades that followed in the late 1930s. Whilst Broadway dance director Busby Berkeley’s Technicolor swimming spectaculars starring Esther Williams are probably the best-remembered examples of the film form, the apotheosis of this vision is perhaps realised earliest in his earlier choreography for the fantasy swimming sequence ‘By a Waterfall’ in Footlight Parade (1933) the third of Warner’s immensely popular 1930s cycle of cosmopolitan, Broadway-centred, non-integrated musical comedies.​[49]​ The sequence itself is typically ‘Berkeleyesque’ featuring ‘large-scale chorus formations, geometric patterns, and giant props’,​[50]​ in a ‘“tradition of spectacle” …based on creating feelings of abundance, variety and wonder’​[51]​ and is comprised of a number of discrete set-piece sequences with little narrative cohesion, conducted across several segregated, stylised spaces. As such, it demonstrates how Hollywood with the budget, talent and technology, allowed audiences a level of access and excess that Broadway theatre or live swimming performances such as aquacades never could. 
The opening section of the sequence is an intimate, idyllic scene between Bea (Ruby Keeler) and Scotty (Dick Powell). This initial section establishes the numbers’ premise, an optimistic celebration of the beauty of nature and romance, of the leisure time required to appreciate these things and of liberty and consumption (as exemplified by the song’s lyrics ‘we can have it all’). 
Having serenaded Keeler, Powell drifts off to sleep. In the spirit of youthful exuberance, Keeler slips behind a tree, strips off and dives into the nearby waters. We then follow her as she swims away from Powell towards the waterfall. Here lithe, young, female swimmers in sequin-covered bathing suits and embellished swimming caps zip down a series of chutes which form part of a huge fabricated rock backdrop, into a purpose-built ‘lagoon’ below. Meanwhile other frolicking, swimsuit-clad beauties wave, bathe and splash on the rocks and in the shallows. 
The sequence then cuts to a series of underwater medium shots of the bathers turning, gliding and waving smilingly directly at the camera, interspersed with low-angled, above-water medium long-shots of more regimented chorus line-like moves within a synchronised swimming routine. 
The action then shifts again, to a sound stage evocation of an art deco lido – all crisp lines, pristine white, with powerful jet fountains and diving boards from which female swimmers elegantly dive, like cinematic evocations of the American swimsuit manufacturer Jantzen’s iconic, streamlined diving girl logo. Here aquatic chorus lines in partially transparent rhinestoned swimsuits, swimming caps and, most bizarrely, strappy, heeled sandals, perform a tightly choreographed underwater routine, shot from both above and below water level, before we cut to a series of recognisably Berkeleyesque overhead long-shots of kaleidoscopic chorus line arrangements.
From here we move to the number’s finale and another space, segued by a close-up of a dancer who, as the camera dollies out, is revealed to be standing atop a huge, six-tiered rotating fountain constructed from an entire troupe of glamorous, swimsuit-clad ladies.
This sequence amply demonstrates the then common cultural associations of the swimsuit and swimming with glamour, health, leisure and (despite the regimented movements of the swimming chorines) with liberty, as the female subjects frolic, sing and play throughout. But if Hollywood’s partiality for the swimsuit had begun purely as an attempt to engage with the western preoccupation with health and vigour, in dressing the swimming chorines in the ‘By a Waterfall’ sequence in heels the utilitarian function of the swimsuit in this scene becomes almost completely diminished. As a key prop for beauty queens the wearing of heels transforms the swimsuits worn into accoutrements of glamour, rather than practical sporting garments. Berkeley’s chorines are coded as glamour girls or showgirl swimmers, rather than as sports women (dangerously hampered, not unlike like their 19th century forebears, in their swimming activity, but this time by feminine props of glamour rather than those of propriety). As such, the utilitarian aspect of the swimsuit is all but obscured and the resultant sexualised display of desirable bodies is justified both by the act of swimming and by the sequences’ Broadway revue context.
In conclusion, the swimsuit and swimming reveal much about the rapidly changing cultural landscape of America between the teens and the 1930s. The swimsuit and swimming pushed the limits of propriety, as a combination of increasingly liberal attitudes and consumer demand for more functional and comfortable swimming attire from the turn-of-the-century onwards resulted in suits that revealed rather than concealed the body. 
Whilst a number of other contributing factors also nurtured and sustained the Western cultural preoccupation both with health and beauty and with activities which made or kept one healthy and/or beautiful, Hollywood as the preeminent mass cultural form was intrinsic to the perpetuation and development of those trends. This did not go unnoticed by the swimsuit industry, which utilised the glamour of Hollywood and its stars to imbue its potentially utilitarian garment with glamour.
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